Oxygen Jet Peel Machine PL-99

TECHNOLOGY

Oxygen jet peel machine for sale combines oxygen and a liquid such as
water, anesthetic or skin nutrients to create a jet stream of microdroplets that penetrate deep into the skin. Meanwhile, the oxygen jet
peel machine can coordinate the water dermabrasion handle, BIO,
Diamond dermabrasion probe and LED light PDT to better treat the skin.

The jet peel facial is simply a “pressure wash” that uses jet technology
to deep clean by infusing saline and oxygen
into the skin, leaving it hydrated,
exfoliated and feeling refreshed.
Here is no pain,
no and it feels

cool and soothing
to your skin.

Professional Oxygen jet peel
machine for sale gently exfoliate
the top layers of dry dead skin
cells and clean out your pores
while hydrating and oxygenating
your skin at the same time! This
treatment is also great for acne
patients because it helps kill the
bad bacteria in the skin.

Boost Your ROI
A unique and innovative skin resurfacing solution, Oxygen Jet Peel
Machine PL-99 brings together exfoliation, cleansing, extraction and
hydration, to enable effective treatments with excellent results.
Deep, yet gentle, Oxygen Jet Peel Machine PL-99 achieves both
exfoliation and skin rejuvenation simultaneously, providing a
soothing and refreshing experience for patients. There is no
downtime, no discomfort, and no irritation. Simple to use and easy
to maintain, and with its clear, user-friendly UI and simple operation,
professional Oxygen Jet Peel Machine PL-99 is seamlessly
integrated into any clinic with no effort. This is a must-have for any
skin care clinic, as it offers a high return on investment -with virtually
no risk - brought to you by PrettyLasers, the world's leading provider
of skin care solutions.

Led light PDT( acne improving
skin relaxation, skin whitening)

Water dermabrasion (skin clea
-ning,black head removal)

BIO ( skin tightening,
wrinkle removal)

Spray gun
(skin moisturization)

Diamond dermabrasion
(deep cleaning)

System Advantages


Output vacuum 90 Kpa for dermabrasion



Smart operation system 12 inch screen, easy to operate.

PDT light, 4 different colors lights (red/ green/ blue/ orange) – skin


whitening & acne improval & anti-inflammatory & relaxing skin.



Improving the texture of skin, blackhead cuction, deep cleansing.



Hydradermabrasion + microdermabrasion + BIO atomizing spray

gun +PDT.


Suitable for all skin types.

Technical Parameters
Max output

250VA

Voltage & frequency

110/220-240VAC ;50/60Hz

Screen

12″ Touch screen

Power

250 W

Package

117*65*64cm

Vacuum

100 KPa
Hydro dermabrasion
diamond handle

Technology

Spray mist gun
Bio polar
Photon light
Hydra dermabrasion with 8 tips,
Diamond dermabrasion tips,

Working handles

Spray mist gun 1 piece,
Bio,
Photon lights

Warranty

12 months for main machine and 6 months for spare parts

Net weight

40KG
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